
Glasgow’s Iconic Buildings:

ANNIESLAND COURT
833-861 Crow Road

SUMMARY:
Anniesland Court is a 24-storey residential tower block, designed by J Holmes & Partners and completed in 

1968. It is the only Listed tower block in Scotland. The building is tall and thin, with a separate lift tower linked 

at every third storey to the main building. The design is said to be very similar to another famous building, the 

Trellick Tower in London, designed by Ernő Goldfinger and finished in 1972. 

Tenement houses built to house workers when Glasgow grew during the 1800s were often poorly built, without 

indoor bathrooms and hot running water and were sometimes overcrowded with many people living in only 1 

or 2 rooms. Tall blocks of flats were built in the 1950s and 1960s in Glasgow to provide modern housing after 

WWII to replace these old tenements that were being demolished. Glasgow built more high rise flats than any 

other city in Europe. Tall, thin blocks meant that more houses could be built in a small space with space for 

shops, car parking and play areas at ground level. 

Lots of tower blocks were built quickly but some high rise towers were not built well and weren’t well looked after, 

so they became unfit to live in, just like the tenement housing before them. However, Annielsand Court is still 

fully occupied and remains a popular place to live. 

THINK ABOUT:

• Find out about about what life was like in tenements 

in the 1800s and 1900s. 

• What do you think it would be like to move from a 100 

year old tenement where you’ve lived all your life, to a 

modern flat in a tower?

• Look at old maps of the area around the tower - how 

was Glasgow changing at the time Annieland Court 

was built?

• What is the building made from? Are other houses 

nearby built from the same materials?

• Imagine visiting Glasgow in the 1960s and seeing the 

new tower blocks - what would visitors have thought?

FIND OUT MORE:

Historic Environment Scotland List Description, 

http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/designation/

LB43034

The Glasgow Story wesbite, Modern Times, http://

www.theglasgowstory.com/story/?id=TGSF0

Scottish Brutalism website, Annieland Cross 

housing, http://www.scotbrut.co.uk/archive/

anniesland-cross-housing/

Red Road Flats website, http://www.redroadflats.

org.uk/

National Library of Scotland Moving Image Archive, 

Glasgow Today & Tomorrow, http://movingimage.

nls.uk/film/3158 
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